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Rationale
This policy sets out the broad principles that we apply when approaching behaviour issues. It has
been drawn up in consultation with pupils, staff, parents and Governors, and it should be read
alongside the following policies: Anti-bullying, Equal Opportunities E-Safety and SEND. Together
these policies describe an inclusive approach which aims to address the full range of needs of all
of our pupils. Please also see Managing Behaviour Quick Reference Guide (Appendix 6)
Philosophy
High standards of behaviour are essential for effective teaching and learning and for the creation
of a community in which safety and respect for the individual is paramount. Effective teaching and
learning is at the core of the promotion of high standards of behaviour and the quest to develop
the individual as an independent learner. Good behaviour management will encourage pupils to
develop self-discipline and a strong work ethic and, therefore, a sense of responsibility.
Purpose
The implementation of this policy will:









Promote inclusion
Ensure children work in a supportive environment where everyone has the
opportunity to learn and feel safe;
Enable children to develop learning skills and confidence through co-operation and
consideration for others;
Ensure pupils, staff, parents and governors have a clear understanding of the
expectations and ethos of the school with regard to behaviour both inside the
school and outside whilst travelling to and from school;
Encourage children to take responsibility for their own actions, appropriate to
their age and maturity;
Promote equal opportunities;
Acknowledge and promote appropriate behaviour by positive reinforcement;
Clarify roles and responsibilities of staff.

Principles
In managing pupils’ behaviour, we will apply the following principles:
1)

We will seek to be consistent and fair in setting and modelling high standards, and
challenging poor behaviour. We acknowledge that learning and the positive ethos
within school can be disrupted by the poor behaviour of a minority of pupils and we
will encourage a rigorous, consistent and fair approach by all staff. The three Rs’ of
Ready to learn, Respectful and Responsibility (appendix 1) will underpin our
expectations and apply to behaviour within and outside of the classroom. The safety
and well-being of pupils and staff will, at all times, guide our actions.

2)

We will aim for shared ownership and clarity in setting our expectations. This will
be achieved by regularly discussing these expectations both informally and formally in
lessons, tutor time and assemblies. The Hassenbrook Behaviour Net (Appendix 2)
together with the Hassenbrook: Our School, Our Way (Appendix3) will be displayed
in classrooms and printed in the planner. Both documents are reviewed annually by
pupils, staff and parents.

3)

We will aim for high quality teaching and learning through our Active Learner
CARR (Collaboration, Active, Reflective and Resilient) principals (Appendix 4).
We believe that well planned lessons that stimulate and offer appropriate challenge to
pupils are often the most effective way of managing behaviour for learning in the
classroom.

4)

We will emphasise pupil self-discipline and self-motivation within an
atmosphere of mutual respect and support for individuals. Where this fails staff
may use the Department on Call System (Appendix 5) where we may ask pupils to
take time out of lessons to consider their behaviour.

5)

We will ensure that curriculum provision addresses the needs and interests of
all pupils. We will offer choice and flexibility within a balanced curriculum so that
pupils feel a sense of relevance, challenge and engagement with their work. We will
develop opportunities with external partners, including work-related learning for
pupils of all aptitudes and abilities. We will develop and enrich the curriculum and
provide additional support to pupils.

6)

We will celebrate and reward high and improving standards of attendance,
work and behaviour through informal praise, formal awards, assemblies, sharing
and displaying pupils’ work and celebration of achievement evenings for pupils and
parents.

All members of the school community are encouraged to promote this positive ethos in order
to afford everyone the opportunity to realise their full potential.
Guidelines
In dealing with incidents and patterns of poor behaviour, we will apply the strategies outlined
below. We will:
1)

Encourage emotionally literate approaches to managing behaviour amongst
all staff, and offer teaching and support staff training, in both, behaviour for learning
and general behaviour management.

2)
3)

Utilise peer support.
Deal with each incident individually and consistently, bearing in mind the
nature of the incident and the pattern of behaviour of each student involved
following the Referral system.
Aim for early diagnosis and intervention, particularly at points of transition.

4)

5)

6)

7)

Make systematic use of the Code of Practice for Special Educational
Needs to identify needs and strategies for pupils with persistent emotional and/or
behavioural difficulties and to review their progress.
Offer alternative programmes of support to pupils, with a strong emphasis
upon building self-esteem, self-awareness, social and interpersonal skills. In
addition to making our own provision, we will liaise with external agencies and
ensure that pupils benefit from their support.
Ensure that electronic systems of recording events and outcomes are
used consistently.

Performance Indicators
Staff Associated Criteria
•

staff feel supported by the policy

•

staff have a clear understanding of whole school and departmental behaviour guidelines

•

staff consistently apply praise and sanction both for work and behaviour

•

staff provide an appropriate curriculum and organisation which motivates pupils

•

staff continue to promote effective behaviour for learning

•

staff find fewer confrontational situations

•

staff deal with misdemeanours at an appropriate level

•

staff need to refer pupils less frequently

•

staff are trained in issues related to all behavioural management situations

Praise, Rewards, Responsibilities and Privileges
•

the reward system is valued by everyone

•

rewards and privileges are given when warranted

•

everyone has the confidence to share success

•

all aspects of school life are included

•

attendance, punctuality and achievement improves

•

teachers consistently use the reward system to praise and motivate

•

pupils readily seek responsibilities

Sanctions
•

sanctions are consistently applied

•

sanctions are appropriate (firm and fair) to the misdemeanour and the individual and are
dealt with at the right level

•

sanctions are understood by pupils, staff and parents

•

parental involvement is supportive

•

there is a decrease in the number of sanctions being issued

•

attendance, punctuality and achievement improves as a result of appropriate
support/sanctions

School Environment
•

furnishings and fabric are well maintained and everyone helps to keep the environment
pleasant – deliberate acts of vandalism will not be tolerated.

•

there is little or no vandalism where this does take place parents will be liable for
repair/replacement costs

•

there is an orderly, purposeful atmosphere in and around the school

•

pupils work is displayed effectively and is updated regularly

•

pupils promote a positive image of themselves and the school in the community

Bullying, Equal Opportunities and Racist Remarks
•

everyone has a clear understanding of what is meant by bullying

•

pupils recognise that being bullied is not their fault

•

pupils know who to tell about bullying

•

reports of bullying are acted upon immediately

•

staff treat all complaints seriously, sympathetically and respectfully

•

all members of the school community are treated as individuals and with respect and
consideration

•

the bullying and equal opportunities policies are adhered to by all

•

pupils are happy and confident

•

there are open channels for parents to communicate with the school

•

staff acknowledged pupils’ respectful behaviour

External Links
•

parents have confidence in the school

•

pupils are good ambassadors for the school

•

outside agencies are utilised effectively

•

positive comments are shared with staff and pupils

•

visitors feel welcome

•

the community have confidence in the school and are supported if pupils misbehave on the
way to and from school.

•

Parents and Pupils are aware that pupils can be held accountable for their behaviour in the
community by the school.

Monitoring and Evaluation
The implementation of this Behaviour Policy will be monitored by Deputy Head for Welfare and
Inclusion, Lead Practitioner for behaviour, Heads of Year and Pastoral Managers through the
behaviour log, behaviour summary, TAC meetings and dialogue with Form teachers and
Department Leaders. SLT will have an overview through the zoning and Department on Call
systems,
Evidence gathered through the monitoring process, together with raw statistical data of selected
‘Performance Indicators’ will be used to evaluate the effectives of the Policy.
Grant Smith
Acting Deputy Head Teacher
June 2020

APPENDICES
The following appendices have arisen from the collective experience of our colleagues.
They should be read, noted and used throughout the school. In this way a consistent, workable
behaviour management scheme will help promote a positive learning environment for all our
pupils.

APPENDIX 1

APPENDIX 2
Behaviour Plan

APPENDIX 2

Behaviour Net
Behaviour Positive

Action

Behaviour

Action

Community Service

Record on conduct card

Reminder

Warning/Eye contact/positive reinforcement

Working at expectation

Verbal feedback/smiling/positive
reinforcement
Positive Behaviour points
Stickers in book/planner
Written feedback in books or
diary
Star of the week/month
Commendations
Department postcard home /
positive call
Department letter home
Rising star

Warning
Last chance (logged on sims)

Warned again/Student moved seats
A – negative behaviour point
A 15 min detention after school.
A note will be written in the student’s diary to their parent/carer
and tutor
Parent/carer contacted at end of the day by subject teacher
Follow steps below.
If an incident is serious enough to remove a pupil from class then
parents/carers must be informed
Duty takes student to DOC classroom
Given a 1/2 hour after school detention by class teacher
An email/text is sent home informing parent
Parents contacted within 2 working days by subject teacher.
SIMS updated,
Tutor, HOD and HOY informed.
If student is removed twice from the same lesson:
Given a 1 hour detention by class teacher
An email/text is sent home informing parent
Parents contacted within 2 working days by subject teacher.
SIMS updated,
Tutor, HOD and HOY informed.
Incident form completed by Class TeacherTutor/Subject report
Student is referred to HoY for close monitoring
HOY Report
Parents are brought in for a meeting with HoY and Subject teacher

Working above expectation

Exceptional work
Continued excellence ( over several lessons)

Serious Incident

DOC - Department on call (logged on
sims)

Duty called – removal from class

Regular poor attitude to
learning/homework
Long Term issues

If the situation persists HoY may request intervention from the
Inclusion team If a student is removed from a lesson regularly, they
will be monitored by SLT with appropriate interventions put in
place, for example, Pre PSP/SLT detentions

APPENDIX 3

APPENDIX 4

APPENDIX 5

APPENDIX 5
Duty System
We are all responsible for pupil behaviour around school, in corridors, outside at break and lunch, at
the start and end of the day, as well as in classrooms. As professionals we should address all poor
behaviour in the 1st instance, when this does not work we support each other through the duty
system;






The duty system is there to support the safe running of the school by responding to serious
incidents that need urgent attention.
Duty should be called when the teacher believes there are significant issues of health and
safety.
The member of staff on duty EITHER PSM’s or SLT will make a decision how the
incident can best be dealt with at the time.
Duty incidents should always be logged on SIMS as ‘Duty Called’
Staff should follow up the behaviour of the pupil by calling home
(These last 2 points are essential for tracking pupil behaviour)

Using Department on Call (DOC)
1. As a last resort teachers may decide to email a pupil name to DOC.
2. Duty staff will speak with the pupil and staff member and decide on whether to give the pupil
a warning or take to designated DOC staff, they may decide to relieve the staff member so
that they can address the issue with the pupil outside the room.
3. If removed from class the teacher will complete the DOC slip (this will trigger the text
message home), provide work and the pupil will then be taken to designated DOC where
they will stay for 20 minutes. After 20 minutes, the student MUST be allowed to return
to your lesson and be given the opportunity to change their behaviour.
4. The sending teacher will arrange a 30 minute detention during which time they will hold a
restorative conversation with the pupil and complete a time to change sheet.
5. Where a pupil is sent to DOC twice in the same lesson they will be out for the remainder
of the lesson and the sending teacher will set a 1 hour detention.

DOC Follow up Procedures







The assigned PSM will complete the Daily DOC log and check the SIMS log is updated and
send reminder email to HOD if not.
DOC slip will be passed on to the designated PSM at Break, lunch or end of the day. They will
then send text message home and update the DOC spreadsheet.
“This is to inform you that your son/daughter has had to be removed from class due to poor
behaviour. Their teacher will call you within the next 2 days to provide further
details. In the meantime please support the school by speaking to your child about our
expectations of them. Many thanks for your support.”
Lead Prac for BfL will quality assure with spot checks.
Lead Prac for BfL will track pupils receiving DOC and identify pupils who may need
intervention for repeated instances around the departments.
PSM will the complete the DOC log which must be updated at the end of each day.
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Managing Behaviour Quick Reference
This document complements the school’s Behaviour Policy and intends to support staff by
presenting clear systems and information relevant to student behaviour.

Why do we focus on behaviour?
‘The quality of learning, teaching and behaviour in schools are inseparable issues, and the
responsibility of all staff. Poor behaviour cannot be tolerated as it is a denial of the right of
pupils to learn and teachers to teach. To enable learning to take place preventative action is
the most effective, but where this fails, schools must have clear, firm and intelligent strategies
in place to help pupils manage their behaviour.’ (Steer 2010)
Improving behaviour for learning at Hassenbrook Academy starts in the classroom.
Imagine the students in your class in a large pyramid in most classes the students
will be divided accordingly:

The majority of students: They are switched on to learning, love learning
for its own sake and can see the value of school and all it offers. They
engage with all that you offer them and face a large range of life choices.

Students who need processes and systems
to keep them engaged with learning rewards, interventions, sanctions, effective
grouping, high-quality pastoral support and
sound relationships with parents and carers.

Disaffected or
disengaged
students who
find it hard to
maakelearning
progress.
and make
progress
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We must provide well-planned, differentiated and interesting lessons for all students.
We must challenge and support the top two tiers by using our BFL strategies and
systems.
We must work together to develop strategies for including students in the top tier in
the classroom and deliver highly specialised and skilled support for them.

What Teachers Must Do In the Classroom
Build a relationship
Establishing a relationship with every child that we teach is essential. This does not mean being
the friend of students but it does mean being positive, showing them that you are pleased to
be there with them and that you want them to learn and enjoy the experience.

Get to know your students before the first lesson
Read students' school data, any learning style profiles, any PSPs, LSPs, SEN info sheets etc and
identify the students who require support or have special needs. Use the Class Portrait to
help you do this with new classes/pupils.

Know the rules and be consistent
Hassenbrook students have been involved in agreeing the school’s code of conduct, which are
displayed around school. Staff will adopt additional classroom rules relevant to themselves or
curriculum areas but these should not be used in isolation. The Pupil Planner offers detailed
information about specific behaviours that are expected particularly in relation to uniform and
mobile phones. Refresh yourself of the rules at the beginning of every year along with
any updates.

Establishment phase
The autumn term is the crucial time for establishing rules and routines. Here are some routines
to follow:


Meet, Seat, Greet, Settle and Register



Positional placing in whole class teaching time – think about
- Where do you stand while waiting for
attention?
- How do you wait for residual noise to settle
down?



Clarify cues for questions, discussion, gaining attention and requesting help



Planning for transitions
After all pens are down, not before, insist every face is looking at you, then pause,
pause a bit more, build the excitement then give the instruction.
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Gaining students’ attention
Gaining and sustaining students' attention is essential to effective teaching and
learning. How will you gain student attention at different times of the day?



Using the seating plan. You must have a seating plan – change it until it works for you.

Planning
Be prepared.
We believe that well planned lessons that stimulate and offer appropriate challenge to pupils
are often the most effective way of managing behaviour for learning in the classroom. (see the
Rosenshine Principals, Teaching and Learning policy and references to differentiation).

Teacher Talk
Use of 'I' statements for addressing inappropriate behaviour, e.g. 'If you throw pencils around
the room you might hurt someone in our class, which worries me as I need to look after all
of the students in the classroom'.
Remain calm and matter-of-fact when dealing with inappropriate behaviour and focus on the
'behaviour' not the 'person'.
Remind students of their choices in each situation and the logical consequences that will
follow, e.g. 'If you choose not to complete your work during class time then you will have to
stay in at lunchtime to complete it'. Ensure you follow through – DO NOT make threats
of sanctions that you don’t follow up on.

Emotional Literacy
Learning occurs most efficiently when the learner is not at all fearful. We need to teach social
and emotional intelligence.

Praise & Reward
Lots of children believe they are stupid. To heal this you can chose something that a child does
and praise it – “Catch them being good”. Students can be rewarded with individual Merit
points, positive postcards home and positive phone calls home are always well received and
any department rewards that have been established. In addition, students can gain rewards via
the PAT Tracker. Key Performance Indicators (attendance, punctuality, positive behaviour) are
recognised and rewarded in termly assemblies.
The key here though is that reward need not be something tangible. A smile, or a ‘well done’
can help build pupils’ self-esteem as much as a certificate or voucher. Just make sure that
rewards are for going ‘over and above’, not mere compliance. What that looks like for individual
students will vary of course, as what may be over and above for some, may be routine for
others.

Using detentions


Issue detention, set a reasonable time of your choosing
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Write a note in the student’s planner
Log on SIMS, by 2:15pm on the day if after school (parent must be contacted if this is longer
than 25mins after school, this will be done automatically by the office once it is on SIMS)
Be aware that detentions after school may require a negotiation due to issues with transport
home.
Complete time for change sheets, these will be collected by the student receptionist on a
daily basis and logged with the PSM

Dealing with negative behaviour in the classroom
Low level behaviour
Talking
Chewing
Lateness
Poor uniform
Lack of equipment
Use of mobile phone/stereos etc
Verbal confrontation
Off task behaviour
Distracting other students
Refusal to follow instructions
Lack of homework
Eating in class

Action
Classroom teacher is
responsible.

Communication
Staff should record this
information on SIMS and follow
any specific departmental
monitoring procedures in case
of need for further referral to
their HoD and or the student’s
HOY.

Possible Sanctions
Refocusing on positive
behaviour, warnings, moving
seats, short detentions,
Negative behaviour point, log on
SIMS, Tutor Report
Phone call Home

Behaviour which causes
concern
Failure to attend detentions
Leaving class without permission
Truancy
Inappropriate physical contact
Lack of respect of property/ other
student’s possessions
Persistent low level behaviour
issues
Verbal assault
Inappropriate language including
racist, sexist comments
Aggressive arguments
Refusal to follow instructions after
warnings
Confrontation caused by poor
response to earlier intervention
Action
Where such behaviour impacts on
the learning of others, send to
DOC. HoD will support staff to
follow up with a suitable sanction
and involve parents. HoY may
decide to act on this information if
patterns of disruptive behaviour are
occurring across the school.
Communication
The record of the incident should
be communicated to the HoD and
shared with the form tutor and
HOY using SIMS & email. The form
tutor must act as the key point of
information regarding all incidents
of conduct related to students in
their tutor group and they should
inform their HOY where action has
been taken and further intervention
is deemed necessary.
Possible Sanctions
ML Report, DOC, Longer
detentions, community service, log
on SIMS, phone & letter home,
meetings with family, specific lesson
withdrawal (Student sits in HoY
office). Pre-PSP

Serious incidents
Swearing at members of staff
Physical abuse
Drug abuse
Possession/use of weapons
Extortion of money/property
Sexual assault
Refusal to respond to earlier
intervention
Open defiance

Action
Inform SLT On Call. Email duty
marking subject as urgent. Where
staff have access to colleagues’
support they can phone PSM office
but should not leave the classroom.

Communication
Information must be shared with
the HoD, HOY and relevant paper
work completed in accordance
with the conduct procedures as
outlined in this document. Lead
Prac for BfL MUST be informed.

Possible Sanctions
SLT Report, Parent in class,
Isolation, GH isolation, fixed term
exclusion, permanent exclusion.
PSP
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For further information please refer to the behaviour net in the full Behaviour
Policy and the Appendix to this document.

Duty System
We are all responsible for pupil behaviour around school, in corridors, outside at break and
lunch, at the start and end of the day, as well as in classrooms. As professionals we should
address all poor behaviour in the 1st instance, when this does not work we support each
other through the duty system;






The duty system is there to support the safe running of the school by responding to
serious incidents that need urgent attention.
Duty should be called when the teacher believes there are significant issues of health
and safety.
The member of staff on duty EITHER PSM’s or SLT will make a decision how
the incident can best be dealt with at the time.
Duty incidents should always be logged on SIMS as ‘Duty Called’
Staff should follow up the behaviour of the pupil by calling home
(These last 2 points are essential for tracking pupil behaviour)

Using Department on Call (DOC)
6. As a last resort teachers may decide to email a pupil name to DOC.
7. Duty staff will speak with the pupil and staff member and decide on whether to give
the pupil a warning or take to designated DOC staff, they may decide to relieve the
staff member so that they can address the issue with the pupil outside the room.
8. If removed from class the teacher will complete the DOC slip (this will trigger the
text message home), provide work and the pupil will then be taken to designated
DOC where they will stay for 20 minutes. After 20 minutes, the student MUST
be allowed to return to your lesson and be given the opportunity to change their
behaviour.
9. The sending teacher will arrange a 30 minute detention during which time they will
hold a restorative conversation with the pupil and complete a time to change sheet.
10. Where a pupil is sent to DOC twice in the same lesson they will be out for the
remainder of the lesson and the sending teacher will set a 1 hour detention.

DOC Follow up Procedures





The assigned PSM will complete the Daily DOC log and check the SIMS log is updated
and send reminder email to HOD if not.
DOC slip will be passed on to the designated PSM at Break, lunch or end of the day.
They will then send text message home and update the DOC spreadsheet.
“This is to inform you that your son/daughter has had to be removed from class due
to poor behaviour. Their teacher will call you within the next 2 days to
provide further details. In the meantime please support the school by speaking to
your child about our expectations of them. Many thanks for your support.”
Lead Prac for BfL will quality assure with spot checks.
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Lead Prac for BfL will track pupils receiving DOC and identify pupils who may need
intervention for repeated instances around the departments.
PSM will the complete the DOC log which must be updated at the end of each day.

N.B.
We must send positives home such as postcards, stickers, phone calls to counter balance
negative feedback….
All HODs have a responsibility to establish a DOC timetable after the first two weeks of the
term in September.

Involving parents
Phone calls
Parent phone calls are a very important strategy for challenging and supporting students. Too
many of us fail to use this tool as we should. Whilst not every parent will be receptive, many
want their children to succeed. Keeping them informed is the first step in that direction. Don’t
underestimate how powerful this sanction can be.

Parent teacher meetings
If a difficulty with a pupil’s learning, including behaviour, persists do not wait too long before
asking to meet with a parent in school. Ensure the HOD, HOY and tutor are aware and discuss
your concerns with the parent and student together. You can request leadership to attend
these meetings if you have concerns.

Additional support
As teachers we are all responsible for children’s special educational needs and supporting their
behaviour and learning. If you are concerned about a student’s behaviour, learning or progress
check to see if that student appears on the SEN register. If they do try a range of differentiation
strategies, have a discussion with the student and inform a member of the SEND faculty to seek
advice. It may be that they need additional support in which case you will be asked to complete
an initial student concern referral form or a referral form for pupil support if it is an ongoing
issue.

Report Cards
There are 4 types of school report sanctions;
1. Tutor Report
2. Subject Report
3. Middle Leader Report
4. SLT Report
Please refer to behaviour net for advice on when are students should be put on report.
Report are used to focus a student on agreed targets cards and should not be used
indefinitely.
All completed report cards must be handed into HoY for filing. Parents must be notified if a
student is placed on report.
All report cards are currently stored in HoY/PSM and Repographics office
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Staff should review the ‘on report’ guidance with students who are being placed on report to
ensure that it is used correctly – if unsure please talk with your line manager, or you can
obtain blank copies from a member of the Pastoral team.

Tutor Report
There are 3 report cards which can be used by the Tutor to monitor attendance, homework
and student achievement. Pupils can be placed on report for one week or two weeks. Loss of
report card will be deemed as a restart. A second loss should be deemed as a fail. Tutor
reports will be handed to the tutor at the end of the day and patterns discussed with the
pupil and their parents.

Subject Report

When low level negative behaviour persists despite usual teacher interventions, for instance
after 3 referrals to a DOC lesson or as a follow up to detentions. This is at the discretion of
the class teacher/HOD, who will decide if it is for one or two weeks ( a subject report maybe
for a specified number of lessons) if a student fails to respond to the subject report, a referral
to the HOD/HOY for Middle Leader Report may be made to request further support and
intervention.

Middle Leader Report

When tutor/subject report is unsuccessful a referral to HOD/HOY may be implemented.
Pupils may go straight onto Middle Leader Report following a series of behaviour concerns,
DOCs or after returning from a fixed term exclusion. This is usually for two weeks.

SLT Report

This is to be used prior to a Pastoral Support Plan and or Fixed Term exclusion and will
always be for two weeks
All report cards are currently stored in HoY/PSM and Repographics office
Staff should review the ‘on report’ guidance with students who are being placed on report to
ensure that it is used correctly – if unsure please talk with your line manager.

Tracking Behaviour through Pupil Achievement Tracker
Each term pupil SIMS data is collated. Points are accumulated through a combination of
 Attendance
 Punctuality
 Behaviour points (negative effect)
 Merit Points (Behaviour points are deducted from Merits – this can help a student mitigate
against the effect of negative points).
Pupils are rewarded if they have done well in these categories:
There are 4 levels of reward for each category:
 Bronze (very easy to get), silver, gold, and platinum (very difficult to get).
 The 4 categories “add up” to give an overall score/award (again bronze to platinum)
 Pupils need to do well in most or all 4 of the categories to gain the top prizes of gold, but
performance must be almost perfect to achieve platinum.
 Platinum winners receive a voucher and badge, gold winners receive a badge.
 This process is not cumulative and resets each term.
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Each term, every pupil starts afresh and everyone can potentially get a platinum award.

Teachers have most control over the award of Merit Points. These should not be awarded
for merely compliant behaviour but for those students going ‘over and above’. Data on
performance is sent out weekly to form classes. Tutors go through the latest results with
students, supporting and challenging students on their performance. It must be stressed that
conduct, punctuality and attendance are key life skills that will help sustain students through
their school careers and beyond, in the ‘real world’ of employment. Student performance is
celebrated termly where awards are presented by senior members of staff.

Use of SIMS and referral systems
The sharing of information is vital, particularly for the form tutor and HOY to have an
overview of conduct issues within their year group. Staff should also be aware that any
referral must be recorded professionally.
A weekly bulletin of SIMS events will be produced for staff, emailed to tutors and be stored in
the shared area. The logging of events on SIMS is to be limited to low level incidents, namely
low level types of behaviour.

Sims Events

Below is a sample of events it is possible to record:
Negative Behaviour point – incidents which might not merit a detention unless repeated
Phone call home – positive or negative phone calls home can be recorded on SIMS where it
is not necessary to provide much detail.
Tutor,Subject, HOY or SLT report – is to indicate that a student has been placed on
report.
Where it is necessary to record a more detailed explanation of any incident or issues staff
should use the ‘incident report’ which is located in the R drive under standard forms, pastoralreferral. Again staff should record a professional and accurate record of what they witnessed,
what intervention they offered and then forward the email to ‘student file Y X’.
 If the incident occurred during curriculum time send to your HOD and cc Form tutor
and HOY.
 If the incident occurred outside curriculum time send it to Form tutor and cc HOY
 Any email sent to student file is automatically copied to the AHT and DHT.
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On the corridors and in outside spaces
It is essential that we all take responsibility for student behaviour, that includes behaviour
around school in the corridors and outside at lunch, break and at the end of the day. If we
ignore poor behaviour we make it much harder to expect more from students.
If staff are dealing with issues of behaviour please assist them by moving onlookers away. Do
not walk past incidents of poor behaviour – speak with the pupils involved, support colleagues
and record on SIMS.
All staff have a professional responsibility to:
 Meet students at their door.
 Make sure they are on the corridor during the changeover of lessons to move
students on from lesson to lesson and challenge any incidents of poor behaviour.
 Challenge poor behaviour where they see it at break time or lunch time and ensure
that they follow up the issue either themselves or with the support of another
member of staff.
 Use conduct card to record positive and negative behaviour.
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Active Learner Card
Pupils carry this card with them at all times.
Pupils get the card out every lesson and have it on the desk positive side up.
Staff sign the card if the pupils are meeting the 4 attributes of a good learner (Collaborative,
Resilient, Reflective and Active) or the 3 Hassenbrook R’s (Respectful, Responsible and Ready
to Learn).
The member of staff is still responsible for adding any further rewards, e.g. Merit Points on
SIMS.
When the pupil has filled the card with signatures they take it to the pastoral room to be put
in a box and a new card is issued and a letter generated to go home. At the end of every
term/half term there is a prize draw – the more cards a pupil has in there the better chances
they have of winning. They have to be in it to win it !
See the flow chart for dealing with corridor/outside incidents in the Appendices

Classroom Behaviour Management
Head of Department
Once a problem is formally referred to a Head of Department, they become the key decision
maker. They are responsible for effective communications and record keeping in line with
policy and expectations.

The key aims:







Pupils should be in their own classroom, behaving appropriately, being taught by their own
teacher – all intervention must be directed to establishing, reinforcing and maintaining this
central aim.
Staff should never feel undermined by the involvement of any other member of staff.
To actively support learning in the classroom.
To be seen supporting other members of staff.
To communicate effectively with classroom teachers, tutors, Heads of Department, SLT,
parents, and other agencies.

The assumptions are:





You have all relevant paper work from staff and pupil. Once a HoD is involved they have
responsibility for ensuring paperwork is completed and that if it becomes appropriate it is
handed on to HOY or SLT to complete.
You have spoken with the member of staff and discussed the situation and any related issues.
That the situation is approaching or already beyond normal behaviour management
strategies.

Key decisions:
Can you deal with the situation or is pastoral support required?
If you can deal with the situation, ensure the relevant member of staff is aware then use these
faculty-based strategies:
 Detention
 HoD detention
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Letters home
Phoning home
Parental interviews
Department Report
Changing group

Always:



Keep HOY informed.
Make and keep records of meetings, phone calls, incidents, interviews.

Corridors, Outside School Behaviour Management:
Head of Year/ Pastoral Support Manager
Once a problem is formally referred to a PSM/HOY, they become the key decision maker.
They are responsible for effective communications and record keeping in line with policy and
expectations.

The key aims:







Pupils should be in their own classroom on corridors or in the direct vicinity of the school,
behaving appropriately – all intervention must be directed to establishing, reinforcing and
maintaining this central aim.
Staff should never feel undermined by the involvement of any other member of staff.
To actively support learning throughout the school.
To be seen supporting other members of staff.
To communicate effectively – classroom teachers, Tutors, Head of Department, SLT,
parents, outside agencies etc.

The assumptions are:






That the situation is now beyond normal behaviour management strategies or you would
not be formally involved.
You have all relevant paper work from staff and pupil (witnesses, other adults where
appropriate). Once a HOY is involved they have responsibility for ensuring paperwork is
complete.
You have spoken with the member of staff and discussed the situation and any related issues.
Other staff and agencies are or will be involved as appropriate.

Key decisions
Can you deal with the situation or does an AHT or DHT need to be involved?
If you can deal with the situation, makes sure AHT or DHT are aware. Then use these Year
Team based strategies:
 Letters home/ Phoning home/Parental interviews
 HOY detention
 Removal of privileges
 Internal isolation
 HOY Report
 Changing Tutor Group
13




Police involvement
EWO, Social Services external services etc.




Always
Keep HOD classroom teacher, form tutor informed.
Make and keep records of meetings, phone calls, incidents, interviews

Pastoral Support Plans (PSP)
Where all other interventions have not been successful there may be a need for a PSP. A PSP
is “A school based and co-ordinated intervention to help individual children to improve their
social, emotional and behavioural skills”
It is a 16 week school intervention, designed to support pupils at risk of permanent exclusion.
It is intended to support pupils to avoid exclusion and is not intended to be a step in the
process of permanent exclusion.
Who is a PSP for?
A Pastoral Support Plan is for pupils who are not responding to the normal behaviour
strategies within your school who may be disaffected and who are at risk of permanent
exclusion. This may include pupils who:


Have had multiple Fixed Term Exclusions.



Have shown a rapid deterioration in behaviour.



Are at risk of being unsuccessful at school due to disaffection which can be shown
through persistent disruptive behaviour, truancy, academic under-performance.



Are having a negative effect on the welfare and learning of others.

When should a PSP be used?


A PSP is designed to be used after other strategies and support used by the school
have been unsuccessful in making a positive change in the pupil’s behaviour.



It should be timely and used before pupils have become so disaffected that change is
unlikely.



It should be used as part of the schools graduated response to behaviour with
evidence of this shown at both referral and initial set-up.
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APPENDIX
Behaviour management incidents: decision making and procedures

Where has the incident taken place?

Classroom/Entry to
lesson

Corridor
Playground

Outside School

What happened?
How serious do you think the incident is?
What do you want to happen – now and later?
Be ready to make decisions…

Go to
Behaviour
Management
Classroom

Go to
Behaviour Management
Corridors, Outside School

Later questions:
Are you as happy as can be with the outcomes?
If not have you told somebody who can make a difference?
What follow up do you expect?
How will you be involved?
How will you handle the child/children next time you meet?
Could procedures be improved?
What have you learnt?
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Behaviour management incidents: Corridors, Outside School
What happened?
How serious do you think the incident is?
Do you know the name of the child/children?
What Year group?
Have you spoken to the child/children?
If not why not?
Is/are the child/children with you?
What do you want to happen – now and later?

Critical decision:
Serious enough for SLT to be called?

No

Yes

Serious enough for HOY?

Yes

Write out an incident slip

No

Informal response:

Write out an
incident slip

Use a reliable pupil, other staff or phone to
call for SLT

Speak to; HOY,
Tutor, etc.
Use; detention,
letters, etc.

Later that day
you must speak to
and hand incident
slip to
AHT/DHT

Next meeting with the child?
Are you as happy as you can be with the outcomes?

Speak to and hand
incident slip to
HOY

If not have you told somebody who can make a difference?

Follow-up – what do you expect?
How will you be involved?
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Behaviour Management incident: Classroom
Disruptive Pupil - Initial question:
What is the nature of the disruption?
Critical decision:
Serious enough for SLT to be called?
No

Disruptive Pupil - further
questions:
Today only, or on-going?

Is the pupil bored? Does the pupil
understand the work?
Has the pupil finished their work?
Do you know how the pupil behaves
in other lessons?
What do you want to happen?
Have you tried all or some of the following?
Faculty sanction list including/and/or…..
Moving the pupil – seating plan etc.
Arranging interview with pupil and HoD,
Tutor, HOY, parent.
Contacting parents.
Writing home.
Detention

Yes

Use a reliable pupil, other staff or
phone to call for SLT.
The pupil may need work. They
may be returned to your
classroom.
The pupil will be given an
opportunity to write out their
version of events.
Write out an incident slip

Later that day
you must speak to
and hand incident
slip to
AHT/DHT

Is incident serious enough to inform Head of Department?
Write out an incident slip.

Next lesson?
Are you as happy as you can be with the
outcomes?

Speak to and hand
incident slip to

If not have you told somebody who can
make a difference?

Head of Department

Follow-up – what do you expect?
How will you be involved?
17
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Behaviour Net
Behaviour Positive
Community Service
Working at expectation
Working above expectation

Exceptional work
Continued excellence ( over several
lessons)

Action

Behaviour

Action

Record on conduct card

Reminder

Warning/Eye contact/positive reinforcement

Verbal
feedback/smiling/positive
reinforcement
Positive Behaviour points
Stickers in book/planner
Written feedback in
books or diary
Star of the week/month
Commendations
Department postcard
home / positive call
Department letter home
Rising star

Warning
Last chance (logged on sims)

Warned again/Student moved seats
A – negative behaviour point
A 15-30 min detention after school.
A note will be written in the student’s diary to their parent/carer
and tutor
Parent/carer contacted at end of the day by subject teacher
Follow steps below.
If an incident is serious enough to remove a pupil from class then
parents/carers must be informed
Duty takes student to DOC classroom
Given a 1/2 hour after school detention by class teacher
An email/text is sent home informing parent
Parents contacted within 2 working days by subject teacher.
SIMS updated,
Tutor, HOD and HOY informed.
If student is removed twice from the same lesson:
Given a 1 hour detention by class teacher
An email/text is sent home informing parent
Parents contacted within 2 working days by subject teacher.
SIMS updated,
Tutor, HOD and HOY informed.
Incident form completed by Class TeacherTutor/Subject report
Student is referred to HoY for close monitoring
HOY Report
Parents are brought in for a meeting with HoY and Subject teacher

Serious Incident

DOC - Department on call (logged on
sims)

Duty called – removal from class

Regular poor attitude to
learning/homework
Long Term issues

If the situation persists HoY may request intervention from the
Inclusion team If a student is removed from a lesson regularly, they
will be monitored by SLT with appropriate interventions put in
place, for example, Pre PSP/SLT detentions
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